THEOREM 1. Let p be a prime integer and n a positive integer. Let K be a connected finite CW complex satisfying H n (K; Z p ) = Z p and for which, ifijέ nandi^Q,H t {K\ Z) is a finite group of order prime to p. Then there exist a finite, simply connected, connected CW complex X containing K as a subcomplex and a cellular homeomorphism a: X->X of period p so that
(1) X z * = K (2) For some m >0, H,(X;Z) = 0 (fiVO, i/n+2m. 
Here Z denotes the ring of integers and Z p * denotes the cyclic group of orderp s . It is well-known that H n (K\ Z) must satisfy the hypotheses of either (3) or (4) since H n (K;Z p ) = Z p .
The proof is similar to Jones' proof of [2; Theorem 1.1], but utilizes some further algebraic lemmas. The algebraic lemmas are given in §1, and their topological analogues are given in §2. The proof of the theorem appears in §3.
If p is not prime, the methods still apply and yield a CW complex X possessing a semi-free Z p action a with fixed point set K. The cases (3) and (4) Th^n γ is surjective. Moreover, γλ = 0, which may be seen as ίollows:
Thus to prove Claim 5 there remains to show only that Ker γ C Image λ. But if y(aσ, Σ bg ι ) = 0, then
For arbitrary c 0 G Z, define c i+1 = c f -b /+ i for i = 0,1, ,p -2. Then fr 0 = Cp-i -Co since Σ fc, = 0, and
By (1) we may choose c 0 so
But then λ(Σ c,g') = (ασ, Σ ftjg').
LEMMA 2. Lei e: R-+Z be the augmentation map. There is a map λ: R-+ R so
Proof. Let λ (α ) = (<?-g)α for α G JR. 2. Topological lemmas. The major steps in the proof of Theorem I consist of applications of the following lemmas, which may be regarded as topological analogues of the lemmas of §1.
We shall let R be Z[Z P ]. Unless otherwise indicated, all homology groups have integer coefficients. Note that if X is a CW complex and a: X->X is a homeomorphism of period p, then fί(X Z) inherits the structure of a left R -module. Proof. This is essentially the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [2] . We note that it suffices by induction to assume A = Z q where q is prime to p. Obtain, by the Hurewicz theorem, a map k: S m -> X which realizes a generator of Z q CH m (X, Z). We shall attach p cells of dimension (m + 1) to X along the maps k,ak,a%-,a p~ι k: S m -*X. Call the resulting CW complex Y { ; clearly we obtain a cellular Z p action on Y x by extending a to permute the points in the added cells. Then Hi(Y x \ Z) = HχX\ Z) for *V ra, m + 1, and the long exact sequence of the pair (Y U X) yields the exact sequence of R modules Since Z q is a trivial R module, the map denoted e may be identified with the augmentation map from R onto Z q . It follows that H m (Y,) = H m (X)lZ q and
0-+H m+ι (X)-+H M+ί (Y ι )-*Kcv€^>0
is exact. 
H m+2 (Y) = H m+2 (Y,) = H m+2 (X), H m+ι (Y) = H n+ι (X).
The complex Y satisfies the conclusions of the lemma. 
